Community Discovery in Dynamic Networks:
methods and benchmark strategies
Giulio Rossetti

for such multiplex networks.
We developed a methodology to remove these
limits, generalizing the determination of community structure via quality functions to multislice
networks that are defined by coupling multiple
adjacency matrices (Fig. 1). The connections
encoded by the network slices are flexible; they
can represent variations across time, variations
across different types of connections, or even
community detection of the same network at
different scales. However, the usual procedure for
establishing a quality function as a direct count of
the intracommunity edge weight minus that

Dynamic Networks
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groups of nodes that are more tightly connected to
each other than they are to the rest of the network
(1–3). One way to quantify communities is by a
quality function that compares the number of
intracommunity edges to what one would expect
at random. Given the network adjacency matrix A,
where the element Aij details a direct connection
between nodes i and j, one can construct a quality function Q (4, 5) for the partitioning of nodes
into communities as Q = ∑ ij (Aij − Pij)d(gi, gj),
where d(gi, gj) = 1 if the community assignments
gi and gj of nodes i and j are the same and 0
otherwise, and Pij is the expected weight of the
edge between i and j under a specified null model.
The choice of null model is a crucial consideration in studying network community structure (2). After selecting a null model appropriate
to the network and application at hand, one can
use a variety of computational heuristics to assign
nodes to communities to optimize the quality Q
(2, 3). However, such null models have not been
available for time-dependent networks; analyses
have instead depended on ad hoc methods to
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Two main representations:
Snapshots (SN):
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Temporal Networks (TN):
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SN: few steps with many changes
between them

•
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TN: online evolution, few
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simultaneous change, many steps…
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Fig. 1. Schematic of a multislice network. Four slices
s = {1, 2, 3, 4} represented by adjacencies Aijs encode Fig. 2.
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Different “philosophy”
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Community Discovery: Recap
Absence of a universally accepted definition
•

•

Each algorithm optimise a specific quality function
•

200+ methods proposed for static networks (+++)

•

60+ methods proposed for dynamic networks

Possible common ground for a community:
‣

Group of nodes strongly connected together and weakly connected to
the rest of the network

‣

Meaningful mesoscopic structures
‣

relatively to topology

‣

relatively to represented data

Community Discovery
In Dynamic Networks

Networks change with time…
•

Nodes appear and disappear

•

Edges appear and disappear

…communities must change too!
DCD: identify/track changes of communities

How do Community change?
Community operations
Communities are subject to operations/events
8 “transformations” — broad consensus (incredible eh?)
Figure
3 Community
Asexplicitly)
time goes by,
communities experience mutations
• Not
handledLifecyce.
(at least
bydynamic
all algorithms
•

that are
often abstracted by adopting a predefined set of operations. This toy example highlights an evolution tree
composed of all the operations that modify a community structure, namely: birth, continue, growth, split,
merge, contraction, resurgence, death.
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munity events. This toy example capture the eight events that regulates dynamic community
row Birth and Death; in the second row Growth and Contraction; in the third row Merge
e fourth row Continue; in the last row Resurgence.
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The Optimist:
“Ok, It’s a piece of cake!”
STEP I: Find communities at each network observation
(using a static algorithm)
STEP II: Match communities across consecutive network
observations
STEP III: Observe differences

Really?
…well, few years ago maybe…

The Optimist:
“It still seems easy to me…”

Two major issues:
•

Community Smoothing

•

Theseus’ Ship Paradox

Community Smoothness
•

Communities are arbitrarily defined
(same issue of static CD)

•

Most “efficient” algorithms are stochastic
Change in communities might be due to structural changes
OR to arbitrary choices of the algorithm

•

Do we need to smoothly track communities through time?

Theseus’ Ship Paradox

I. Theseus killed the Minotaur in Crete and came back to Athen on his boat
II. His boat was conserved as memory during a very long time
III. The boat was deteriorating, so pieces of it were gradually replaced.
IV. Until one day, all original parts were replaced
[Plutarch 100]

Theseus’ Ship Paradox
A. Is this ship still the same as
Theseus boat ?
B. If another boat was built using
all pieces of the original boat,
which one would be the “real”
Theseus boat ?

Community evolution/identity is an arbitrary concept

Proposed Taxonomy

Figure 4 Proposed classification for DCD algorithms. Three main classes group together approaches having
similar schema and smoothness policies: no smoothness handling (e.g., Instant Optimal ), both implicit and
explicit (e.g., Temporal Trade-o↵ ) and only explicit smoothness handling (e.g., Cross-time).
Dynamic Community Discovery
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These proposed classifications are complementary, but the communities found at t are considered optiLevels:
and Two
somewhat
overlapping: Coupling graphs meth- mal, considering the topology of the network at t.
ods are O✏ine, but some Two-Stage approaches can
In the second approach, communities defined at
Firstbecause
Level:they
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match communities
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of Temporal
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without memevolutions
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“Communities found at time t are optimal for the network at time t”
Strengths
Definition consistent with static CD, parallelisation
Drawbacks
Lack of smoothness, only SN

Instant-Optimal
Two steps approaches:
A. Detect communities for each snapshot
B. Match Communities across consecutive
snapshots:
•

Similarity based:
ex: Jaccard Coefficient

•

Core nodes based:
ex: vote strategy

•

Multi-step matching
ex: network of communities
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“Communities found at time t represent a trade-off between the
graph at t and its previous states”
Strengths
Online, incremental, natural smoothness

Drawback
Iterative, risk of avalanche effect

Temporal Trade-Off
•

Global Optimisation
Process initialised with solutions at previous step

•

Multi-Objective Optimisation
Explicit trade-off (ex: Modularity & Similarity to
previous solution)

•

Network Smoothing
Run process on a network which is a trade-off
between t and previous

•

Rule based Updates
Set of rules to handle atomic modifications
(edge addition/removal)
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“Communities at t are defined relatively to all other steps”

Strengths
Smoothness, stability

Drawback
Non-online, batch computation, non incremental

Cross Time
•

Multi-steps optimisation
Global quality function on multiple steps

•

Single graph reduction
A. Add cross-snapshots edges,
B. Use community detection

•

Global Interaction networks
Delta communities

•

Change Point Slicing
A. Identify change points,
B. Identify communities in temporally homogeneous periods

Choosing the correct approach:
one of many possible roadmaps…
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How to Evaluate a
DCD Algorithm?
Internal strategies
Complexity, Runtime, Scalability
….

External strategies
Quality Function
(i.e. Modularity, Density…)

Ground Truth Testing
….

RDyn: Controlled Environment Testing
Evaluate DCD against ground truth partitions

Ground truth testing: Issues
•

Few real world datasets with
annotated ground truth
partition are available
(mostly static networks)

•

Reliability of partition labelling
(semantic partitions not always
reflect topological ones)

•

Absence of network
generators handling
community dynamics
(i.e. birth, death, merge, split)

RDyn
Define a dynamic network generator that
•

Guarantee power law degree distribution

•

Guarantee small-world effect

•

Exploit planted communities
•

having pawer law size distribution

•

Handle node/edge rise/fall

•

Handle Community Dynamics (merge/split)

•

Generate tunable-quality (i.e. conductance/modularity/density)
time-aware network partitions

Expected outputs:
•

Synthetic graph (TN/SN)

•

Temporal communities with planted events

RDyn: in a Nutshell
Events are handled by:
1. “Semantically” planting
updated communities;
2. Converging to the final
stable state by
leveraging
intra-community edge
probability side effects

Iteration

A state (iteration) is called
stable when a minimum
partition quality is
reached (i.e. modularity/
conductance/density)

Stable Iteration
S1

S3

S5

time
S0
Interactions Dynamics

S2

S4

Partition Quality
Given a graph G, a ground truth partition P(G) and the set of
identified communities C estimate the resemblance the latter
has with P(G).
State of art
Normalised Mutual Information (NMI)

N M I(X, Y ) =

H(X)+H(Y ) H(X,Y )
H(X)+H(Y )
2

Issues
•

Computationally Expensive ~ O(|C|^2)

•

“Unstable” Overlap Approximation

2 [0, 1]

Partition Quality:
F1-Communities
Community Precision (P)
% of nodes in community x belonging to the ground truth
community y

Community Recall (R)
% of nodes of the ground truth community y covered by x

F1-Community (F1)
harmonic mean of Precision and Recall

Advantages
•

Computational complexity O(|C|):
matching is performed by maximising Precision

•

Easy to interpret

•

It is not affected by overlap

P =

|x\y|
x ,

P 2 [0, 1]

R=

|x\y|
y ,

R 2 [0, 1]

R
F 1 = 2 PP+R
, F 1 2 [0, 1]

Matching Quality:
Visual Interpretation
Precision and Recall allow to visualise
the F1-matching quality with a density
scatter plot:
•

Max Precision & Max Recall
imply a perfect match

•

High Precision, Low Recall
imply an under estimate of the real
community

•

High Recall, Low Precision
imply an over estimate of the real
community

Over Estimate

Perfect Match

Under Estimate

Example
1. Each node is labeled with its
real communities

Ground Truth Partition

Identified Partition

2. Each identified community is
matched with the ground truth
one whose label is shared by
higher percentage of its nodes
(higher Precision)
3. F1 is computed for each
community

Greedy Match (Precision)
P = .75

4. The average F1 score is given
as quality score

R=1
P=1
R = .75

Avg. F1 = .85

Normalised F1-Communities
F1 is a conservative mean it suffers
however of two main issues:
•

what about redundancy?
(i.e. multiple match to a same g.t.)

•

Redundancy =

|C|
|Pid (G)|

2 [1, 1]

Coverage =

|Pid (G)|
|P (G)|

2 [0, 1]

what about coverage?
(i.e. percentage of communities
matched)

We thus define a normalised
version:
where given P(G), C and Pid(G)
(i.e. the communities in P(G) matched by C)

NF1 =

F 1⇤Coverage
Redundancy ,

N F 1 2 [0, 1]

RDyn vs. LFR

RDyn proved to be a harder
benchmark than LFR (which is
considered to be the state of art) on
both static and dynamic
community discovery approach.

Thanks for your attention
–Giulio Rossetti
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